are there changes
to the EHSR for the
product?
(change in annex II
of the Regulation
compared to annex II
of the Directive)

YES

conformity
assessment has to
be revised before
21/04/2019.

which category
is the PPE?

NO

Cat I

create the technical documentation with the necessary proof for conformity assesment

Cat II

(1) check how to prove compliance with the changed EHSR (might be that there is no (harmonised) standard available)
(2) apply with NB for recertification taking into account the changed EHSR in the technical documentation

Cat III

(including those
products changing
from cat II to
cat III)

YES
has there been a
change in the stateof-the art?
Has an applied (harmonised) standard
been revised?

evaluate the change and act
accordingly:
has the change a
relevant impact on the protection level of the product?

(Change in requirement for product/
technical change in test method (change in
method, change in callibration, ...)

NO

NO

YES

same as for Cat II + taking into account additional production control module C2 or D

which category
is the PPE?
Cat I

(1) perform the necessary changed testing
(2) bring the technical file in compliance with the Regulation before 21/04/2019

Cat II

(1) review with the NB the changes and neccesary new/additional testing
(2) bring the technical file in compliance with Regulation
(3) apply for reviewed EU type examination certificate before 21/04/2019.

Cat III

(including those
products changing
from cat II to
cat III)

same as for Cat II + taking into account additional production control module C2 or D before 21/04/2019

which category
is the PPE?
Cat I

bring the product in compliance with Regulation by adapting marking / UI / DoC before 21/04/2019

YES

when is the expiry
date of the EC
type examination
certificate?

does the EC type
examination
certificate have an
expiry date?

Cat II

after 21/04/2019

bring the product in compliance with the Regulation by adapting marking / UI / DoC and inform the NB - apply
for renewal of the certificate well on time (6 months before expiry date)

between 04/2018
and 04/2019

contact the NB for renewal of the certificate to the Regulation at least 6 months before the expiry date

before 04/2018

expiry of the certificate will be before 04/2018 and thus EC certificate should be renewed before 04/2018 (based
on Directive) - discuss with your NB pragmatic approach for renewal to Directive and Regulation taking into
account the requirements of the Regulation on marking, UI and DoC

NO
still valid till
21/04/2023

change from
Cat II to Cat III

remark:
type examination
certification is always
based on the current
version of the applied
harmonised standards

Cat III

did NB get notification?
has the NB applied
for notification under
Regulation

DO NOT
KNOW

YES
NO

YES

recertification is necessary, this can be based on existing EC certification and testing (simplified procedure
in annex V 7.6 can be a guidance for the recertification) with addition of specific procedures for Cat III
(module C2 or D) and the necessary adaptations to marking / UI / DoC before 21/04/2019

same as for Cat II + agree with NB to use module C2 in stead of 11A or module D in stead of 11B.
Technical file will have to be updated with the changes

no problem to proceed to work with them

NO
if notification is not foreseen before your
deadlines, consider changing to a different NB

choose different NB
and make sure to transfer files
from old NB to new NB
contact your NB.
Depending on the given reason
for lack of answer from the NB
(e.g. lack of decision at National
level or NB, Brexit, ...): consider
changing to other NB

bring the product in compliance with Regulation by adapting marking / UI / DoC with information to NB and
apply for renewal of certificate well before 04/2023.
remark: in this case, it is good practice to double check the relevance of the impact of possible changes in
harmonised standards and state of the art, especially in the case of very old certificates.

has a harmonised
standard used for
conformity assessment been revised
because of safety
problems (e.g; after a
formal objection?

YES

NO

this might lead to withdrawal of the type examination certificate review of existing certificate is certainly necessary - contact your NB - see
above for different scenarios.

proceed as in flowchart depending a category
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